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So many people have come into the store in these past few
months searching for answers to questions that they didn't
know they had before, awakening a conscience that was
dreamily going from day to day without much awareness or
thought to what their lives truly were meant to be. It has been
heartening to witness a renaissance of spiritual inner search
brought forth by an unexpected force of nature that will not
relent until we shift our way of life. From my observations we
are being asked not just to wear a mask and social distance,
but also to become aware of our own microcosm of the
macrocosm.

How does what I do affect the whole? How can this one soul
make a difference, help with changing the landscape, give
something unique and significant to the world? What are we all
being called on to do right now?

Awareness of the self is the only thing that will assist in shifting
this world. What are my thoughts, what are my actions that I
need to become aware of in order to transform, not just myself,
but my environment and the very nature of the Universe itself?
My stock answer and the one that I believe in with all of my
heart is kindness.

First allowing yourself to be kind to you! Be gentle with yourself,
don't beat yourself up for things you may have said or done but
rather learn from those situations and shift your way of thinking
and way of being. We all have made what we would deem to be
"mistakes" in this lifetime. Allow those "mistakes" to instead be
the catalysts for shifting consciousness.
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Second, learn self-forgiveness. Forgive yourself for the past so
that you may move into the future with a clean slate and a
healthy sense of who you are without dwelling on who you
were. Give yourself permission to love that soul who may have
not lived up to your expectations and shift your judgement in
order to love who you are becoming.

Third, show the world in deeds of kindness that there is a better
way to move through this life then to hold onto fears that
prevent us from loving one another. Always be the example of
what love looks like in action and share that everyday with
whomever you meet in whatever situation you are in. I truly
believe that love wins out over fear and hate but that we each,
individually, need to practice that every single day in order to
effect the change that we are so desperately seeking.

This pandemic is allowing us to reach deeper inside of
ourselves to see what we each need to heal in order to heal the
whole. It always starts with one person - you! The world cannot
change unless we each individually show the courage to
change ourselves. Let's all use this time to make ourselves into
what we would like to see as a whole. You're the only one who
can do this for yourself and, thus, for us all. Shift happens!
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Thank You!
Thank you all very much for participating in our 25th
Anniversary Celebration! We had an outstanding time giving
away a daily $25.00 gift certificate culminating in our drawing
for the $250.00 gift certificate. We'd like to congratulate
Jasmine Babineaux grand prize winner!!

All of you have made it possible for us to be here for 25 years
and we are very grateful to all of you for giving us the
opportunity to serve this community and make so many great
friends. We truly do think of you all as our family.

So here's to 25 more years of sharing our friendship and love
for one another. We are truly honored and blessed!
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Thank You!!
Thank you all for making our 25th Anniversary month a
huge success! We are so proud to have served this
community for a quarter of a century and, with your help,
we'll be around for another 25 years.

Congratulations to all of the winners of the $25.00 gift
certificates. I hope you all enjoy your new gems! And now
I'd like to announce the grand prize winner of the $250.00
gift certificate -

Please know how much we appreciate every single one of
you and treasure your friendship and how you have
embraced us over these many years. We look forward to
seeing you all in the future and embrace this journey
together! Thank you from the bottom of our hearts!

The Free Spirit Crew
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Lepidolite
Because of the stress that so many of us are
experiencing at this time, I thought it would be helpful
to offer a stone that can help ease the anxiety level.
My favorite for that is Lepidolite, a lovely purple stone
that has a lithium base allowing it to work on the
nervous system and adrenal glands to help ease
tension in the body.



Holding Lepidolite in your hands allows the energy to
flow through the nervous system, calming the electric
charge in the body. Placing two flat mica Lepidolite
pieces under your adrenal glands when you lie down
assists in relaxing and replenishing the energy in that
area.

Lepidolite is also wonderful to help you relax and
sleep. Place a piece under your pillow or in your pillow
case to ease tension and relax the body and the mind.

Lepidolite is one of my "medicine chest" stones that I
keep available to me at all times. It helps to take those
butterflies out of my stomach and bring me peace.
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Layout of the Month
Finding Your Inner Essence Layout

 
This layout is designed to assist in finding
the “gem” inside of you, discovering the
magnificence that you have been hiding. It
allows you to go beneath the layers of self
negativity to bring to light your shining star,
your greatness and your truth. It lifts the
bushel off of your flame taking it from a
flicker to full illumination of your spirit.
 

Between Feet – Selenite Wand
Root Chakra – Black Tourmaline

Thighs – Selenite Wands
2nd Chakra – Golden Calcite

3rd Chakra – Amber
4th Chakra – Danburite

5th Chakra – Tumbled Quartz
6th Chakra – Sugilite

Crown – Selenite Wand above a Rainbow
Crystal

Hands – Tiger’s Eye
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Pebbles and Stones
“Kindness is love made visible...”M. Swanepoel

https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/kindness-quotes/217-kindness-is-love-made-visible


“Love and kindness are never wasted. They
always make a difference.” Helen James

“When you are kind to others, it not only changes
you, it changes the world”. Harold Kushner

“We don't have to agree on anything to be kind to
one another” Unknown

“How do we change the world? One random act of
kindness at a time”. Morgan Freeman
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Coupon of the Month

15% Off Stones
Saturday, October 17th

Enjoy a 15% discount on stones.
Does not include net, consignment or jewelry items.

Present this coupon at checkout.
______________________________________________________________
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We Will Make it
Through This!!!!
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